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Abstract

The map of Australian crustal elements, released at 1:5 million scale, delineates upper-crustal elements,
primarily based on composite geophysical domains, each of which shows a distinctive pattern of magnetic
and gravity anomalies. These elements generally relate to the basement, rather than the sedimentary basins,
which tend to mask or distort - rather than define - the magnetic and gravity characteristics. Boundaries
benveen these elements are interpreted to mark crustal-scale changes in composition or structural pattern,
or both. Where feasible, these boundaries are chosen to emphasise their correlation with the outcropping
boundaries of geological provinces. The elements are categorised according to their magnetic character, in a
way ,vhich places them in a tectonic context. A tentative relative timescale emphasises the range of time over
,vhich the geophysical features, normally the magnetic patterns, are thought to have been developed.
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Introduction

Objectives
Existing tectonic maps of Australia have the limitation that they do not tell us what basement units
underlie the sedimentary basins; nor do they give us much information about the third dimension (depth).
We have compiled an innovative type of map, inspired by the virtual completion of gravity and magnetic
maps for the continent (Morse et al. 1992a; Tarlowski et al. 1995). This dual coverage allows for a more
integrated interpretation ofbasement crustal elements than was previously possible. Our map builds on an
earlier analysis ofcrustal-scale gravity anomalies (e.g., Wellman 1978), and on other regional studies of
gravity and magnetic anomalies. It places a geophysical perspective on earlier evolutionary models based
on geological data (e.g., Plumb 1979). The map uses the magnetic signature of composite magnetic and
gravity domains to provide links to the outcropping geology. It goes farther by using structural
relationships deduced from the geophysical trends, and links to the geology, to reveal the relative time
implied by the combined geological and geophysical data sets.

The objective of this map is to present a ne\v model - based on geophysical interpretation - of the
tectonic framework of the Australian continent. In doing so, we hope to provide a starting position for the
examination or re-examination ofevolutionary tectonic models. The map presents the 'big picture'; it
encourages the user to consider how the continent might have evolved into its present configuration, and
to make predictions about the distribution, relative ages, and nature of its constituent crustal blocks. This
kind ofpredictive ability should be helpful in targeting new areas for frontier petroleum and mineral
exploration, or revealing problem areas for future research.

The chief interpreters were R.D. Shaw (NT, northwest WA, gravity SA), P. Wellman (northern Qld,
NSW, VIC), P. Gunn (magnetics SA), and A. Whitaker (WA). M. Morse and others of the national
gravity database group organised various sets of gravity data. Input in the form of magnetic images was
provided by C. Tarlowski and others from the national airborne magnetic mapping team.

Previous geophysical interpretations
Early studies were focussed on the available gravity data. The significance ofbroad gravity domains \vas
examined by Wellman (1976a), who assessed the implications ofboundaries showing discordant trends.
Wellman (1978) drew attention to how major gravity dipole anomalies can be used to recognise crustal
changes across crustal block boundaries. Wellman (1988) applied these concepts to an interpretation of the
development of the Australia Proterozoic provinces.

An earlier subdivision of the continents into Bouguer gravity domains (Fraser et a1. 1977) made limited
correlation with geological features and had little impact on our understanding of how the continent
evolved. Mathur and Shaw (1982) attempted to relate the patterns of gravity highs and lows to the
evolution of orogenic belts, in the process hinting at their possible plate-tectonic implications.

By adopting the concept of geophysical domains, developed in the 1970s (e.g., Provodnikov 1975), and
combining it with other concepts, such as the presence ofmajor dipole gravity anomalies and abrupt
discordance in trend, it became possible to recognise geophysical features that showed reasonable
correlation with geologically-defined tectonic features of crustal dimension such as plate boundaries (e.g.,
Thomas et a1. 1988). With increasing computerisation, it became easier to produce and interpret various
sets ofderived gravity data, such as filters to extract short-wavelength residual anomalies (e.g., Kane &
Godson 1985, Murrayet a1. 1989). Wellman, in a series ofpapers (Wellman 1988, 1992a, 1992b, 1995a,
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By about 1976, images of derived gravity and magnetic data sets were becoming available for much of the
continent. The more recent versions of these maps, the gravity map of Morse et a1. (1992a, 1992b) and the
magnetic map ofTarlowski et a1. (1993, 1995) have been particularly inspiring. These maps and a
gr~wing understanding of ho\v to interpret them, provided the impetus for the current study.

Other data sets, such as those derived from deep seismic reflection profiling, are providing a more
comprehensive three-dimensional picture of crustal structure in some regions (e.g., Goleby et a1. 1989). In
addition, a growing number of regional interpretations ofpotential-field data have been carried out
throughout the continent and allo\v for an increasingly more reliable understanding of the continent's
tectonic framework. Particular regional geophysical studies that bear on the geophysical interpretation of
those individual crustal elements, recognised in the current study, are referenced in Appendix B.
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Geological Setting
Evolutionary studies of the continents geology are hindered because over one-half of the continent is
covered by post-tectonic sedimentary rocks of Proterozoic to Phanerozoic age (Fig. 1). As a result, surface
geological information does not provide a lot of insight into how the different crustal blocks that make up
the continent relate to each other. Gravity and magnetic anomalies can be used to tackle this problem by
allo\ving us to look below the sedimentary cover and map the upper crustal anomalies sourced within the
buried basement.

Proterozoic

Archaean

Proterozoic and Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks

25/A/230

o. ~
Tyennan-~

ROCkyCapeW

1000 km
I

D
I;!::::·:::j·:::;!·::j.I::1 Phanerozoic

~L:.:.:j

Figure 1. The main basement provinces and sedimentary basins of Australia.
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An idea of the variation in flight-line spacing, for various surveys carried out throughout the country, can
be gained from Figure 4. It can be seen that coverage is sparse (about 3-4 km line-spacing) for much of the
central Australian region around 24 oS. In this region, the magnetic signal from basement rocks is both
masked by the effects of a thick sedimentary overburden and by the loss of detail in the high frequency
content as a result of the sparseness of the data coverage. These factors make interpretation in this region
difficult.

AEROMAGNETIC DATA LINE SPACING

Flight Line Spacing (at June 1996)
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Figure 4. National aeromagnetic data flight-line spacing at May 1996.
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Principles of the map

General Approach
The 1nap is pre-e1ninently a
geophysical d011lain nlap,
NOT a l1zap o/tectonic
provinces, nor an
interpretative tectonic 111ap.
In its present/orin, potential
correlations lvith established
geological basement
provinces are prOVided by
colouring the nlap using
deduced age-ranges, li'hich
are C0I1111l0n(v poorly
constrained (see belolv).

In attempting to build our model for the tectonic framework of the continent,
we began by looking for coherence between gravity and magnetic domains so
that ,ve could delineate composite geophysical domains. After analysing several
portrayals of amalgamated magnetic and gravity data sets (e.g., Figs 2 & 3), we
erected compositional and structural province-scale boundaries that correlate,
where possible, with geological features.

Such boundaries can then be extrapolated under the sedimentary basins.

To give the map an added tectonic flavour, we characterised the domains
according to their magnetic and gravity character, in a way that reflects the
tectonic significance of their magnetic responses.

Mapping Composite Geophysical Domains
We have mapped gravity and magnetic domains by recognising regions showing unifying characterisics of
styles of magnetic and gravity anomalies, such as trend, magnitude and frequency content. Such features
can imply a common geological history and similar ranges in bulk physical properties. Composite
geophysical domains can be delineated \vhere· there is a consistency between the mapped gravity and
magnetic domains.

Close attention ,vas given to spatial relationships of geophysical features at the boundaries between 
geophysical domains, because these relationships can provide information on the relative age of crustal
features. For example, a younger relative age for one domain relative to another is probable if it shows
parallel trends at its margin that align with and/or truncate trends in the bordering domain. Major
changes in the nlagnitude of anomalies suggest differences in physical properties at domain boundaries for
the upper crust, and in places for the entire crust.
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Mapping the Crustal Elements
Crustal elements are the interpreted pieces ofupper crust that:

• correspond, more or less, to composite geophysical domains,

• sho\v as close a correlation as is possible with geological provinces, and

• are deduced to have formed over a similar time-range.

The l11ap is pre-el1zinently a
geophysical d0111ain Inap.

We emphasise that the magnetic and gravity boundaries shown on the 1:5
million map are not always exactly coincident with those of the crustal
elements. Where there is some mismatch, or choice, the crustal boundary
favoured is that which most closely corresponds to an established geological
boundary. On the current version of the map, unlike typical maps of
geophysical domains, the crustal elements have relative age-range as an
attribute, as explained below.

Labelling the Crustal Elements
Although the use of
l11nel110nic codes may lead to
SOlne confusion through
unintended broadening ofthe
111eaning ofthese entities,
they are needed so that the
reader can readily find theln
on the 11lap..

We choose to refer to the various elements by map symbol [groups of letters],
rather than by giving them names. We do this because the history of naming
such shows that names tend to be short-lived and to require constant refinement
with incoming of new data and fresh interpretations. Our symbols [code is
MAP_SYlvIBOL] can be used in the construction of databases. (see Glossary:
Map-symbol).

Are most element boundaries defined with magnetic data?
In choosing crustal elel1zent
boundaries, lye have favoured
111agnetic boundaries as these
can be 11lore directly tied to
exposed or near-sulface
geological boundaries. In
general, gravity boundaries
are favoured only where the
I1zagnetic signature is lveak,
either because ofa thick
sedilnentaly overburden, or
poor coverage, or SOlne
other COllIplication such as
lack ofcontinuity.

The relative contribution made by magnetic and gravity data to the definition of
the crustal elements varies widely, depending on the situation. Magnetic
domain boundaries are favoured as element boundaries in regions ofexposed or
near-surface basement rocks, where correlation \vith geological features is more
direct. Gravity boundaries give a"better indication of the geometry and position
of deeper, crustal-scale features, which correspond to gravity anomalies of large
magnitude and wavelength.

In principal, because gravity and magnetic potential fields have effects that vary
inversely as the distance squared, the near-surface anomalies should be better
resolved than more deeply sourced anomalies. However, gravity data is not
readily automated, so coverage of large areas at a close spacing is not feasible at
present. Consequently, current gravity coverage has, in general, only a 10-km
station spacing, so does not map short-wavelength density variation. It,
therefore, tends to monitor either more regional features or anomalies sourced
much deeper in the crust, than magnetic anomalies (for a more detalled explanation

see The nature of the magnetic and gravity anomalies). Most short-wavelength variation
in the intensity of magnetisation can be related, in an approximate way, to the
distribution, in three-dimensions, of igneous, volcanic and metamorphic rock
bodies.
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The nature of the magnetic and gravity anomalies

The geomagnetic field is a vector quantity that varies systematically in position and amplitude
throughout the globe, and also shows diurnal and secular variations. How rocks interact with the
earths' geomagnetic field depends partly on their mineral content and partly on their history of
formation, so that both induced and remanent components of magnetisation need to be assessed to
fully describe the magnetic character of rocks. The induced magnetisation ofa rock can be
specified in terms of its magnetic susceptibility, but this parameter is not always isotropic and
depends on the fabric of the rock. Most short-wavelength variation in magnetic signature within a
particular region (with a similar geomagnetic field) reflects variation in the ferromagnetic
minerals within the rock, mainly variations in 'magnetite' content (more specifically in the Ti-Fe
oxides). The dominant magnetic sources are igneous, volcanic and metamorphic rocks bodies
which generally possess both induced and remanent magnetisation. However - as is also the
case with gravity anomalies - you can only approximately determine the character, shape and
position of these magnetic bodies, as all the parameters are seldom uniquely constrained and, as a
result, the calculations involve too many 'trade-offs' between parameters.

Bouguer gravity anomalies are calculated to minimise the effects of topography. They show the
sum of the affects ofdensity variations in the upper crust, and the attraction of the thickening of
the crust that represents isostatic compensation to variations in Earth surface altitude.
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Deducing the relative age of elements
We enhanced the tectonic significance of the map by deducing relative ages, mainly according to
geophysical evidence derived from two sources: we deduced the relative ages of the domains from the
structural relationships bet\veen adjoining elements; and then we assigned an age-range for the sources of
the dominant magnetic and gravity signals. The two methods of interpretation were used to deduce
plausible age-limits for each element. This approach has enabled us to express the evolution of the
continent as a sequence of relative age slices on the map sheet. A simplified version of the map, using
generalised age-boxes, is shown in Plate 1.

In the 1:5 000 OOO-scale map, each crustal element is coloured according to its relative age, which is taken
to be the time when the main geophysical features, normally the magnetic patterns, were imposed. Possible
limits for each age range are listed in Table 1, together with one or more key examples that were used in
formulating the age-limits. In many, but not all cases, the minimum age-limit corresponds to the relative
age of the last major cratonisation or orogenesis. The maximum age-limit, listed in Table 1, reflects that
age indicated or hinted at in the local geological record. A curved line, marking the maximum limit, as
shown in the 1:5 000 OOO-scale map, signifies that there is poor control on that limit.
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It is important to emphasise that the age limits apply to the sources for the dominant geophysical signals
\vithin each element. Where a separate, older signal (pattern! trend) is apparent in a geophysical data set
for the upper crust (not necessarily in gravity or magnetic data), a relict class of element (see Glossary and
belo\v) is recognised and an additional older relative age is shown (designated by a white-cross-pattern in
the hardcopy 1:5 000 000 map).

The sugges.ted age for imposition of the magnetic pattern is particularly poorly constrained when the
elements cannot be related to exposed and well-dated basement provinces. Other complications arise
\vhere a region has been subjected to several orogenic events or periods of multiple fault reactivation.
Multiple sources of unkno\vn origin and age can also be stacked within the upper crust. It is for these
reasons that the map emphasises the relative age of the elements, rather than the absolute age of orogenic
events.

Grouping and Classifying the Elements

The Rank of Crustal Elements

Ranking the ele111ents helps
the process ofestablishing
links lvith geological features,
such as base111ent provinces
and overlying sedi1nentaly
basins

Rank refers to the hierarchical ordering (or subdivision) of elements - by their
size and significance - into enclosed polygon regions. The main ranks are
mega-elements, elements and sub-elements (for fuller explanation, see
Glossary: Rank of Crustal Elements ).
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The Mega-elements
The general picture that has emerged from the new map is that of a continent made up of eight coherent
mega-elements. These represent groups of crustal elements having similar geological and geophysical
characteristics, and lying \vithin a common set ofboundaries (Fig. 5). They tend to reflect the
configuration of crustal regions follo\ving their final cratonisation and may be compared with earlier
geologically based tectonic subdivisions, such as that of Plumb (1979, fig. 7).

MEGA-ELEMENTS

16/A/321

SAD ~

"P Pinjarra (orogen)

SA South Australia

T Tasman (orogenic system/fold belt)

WA Western Australia

CA Central Australia

NA North Australia

NE New England

NQ North Queensland

Figure 5. Australian mega-elements, representing continent-scale groups of crustal elements. The
mega-elements are: NA, north Australia; NQ, north Queensland; CA, central Australia; P, Pinjarra
(orogen); WA, Western Australia; SA, South Australia; T, Tasman (orogenic system! fold belt); and
NE, Nell" England.
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Boundaries between mega-elements
The boundaries between mega-elements and between many of the crustal elements are commonly
associated with t\VO broad classes of geophysical anomaly. One is a major change in mean density or mean
apparent susceptibility of the crust, which gives rise to paired high and low gravity or magnetic anomalies
along the boundary - ie., dipole anomalies. The other is that generated as a result of interactive
processes at the boundary; anomalies within this class include three main types:

• zones of geophysical overprinting, which commonly correlate with zones of shearing, where
trends of one element replace those of another;

• zones of overprinting characterised by extensive magnetic lows generated as a result of
processes such as demagnetisation associated with metamorphism of the older element (e.g.,
when a younger, and potentially hotter, element was emplaced over or against it); and

• zones characterised by major gravity and magnetic highs, formed along the margin of the
younger element; these are thought to be the result of either major intrusions along the
boundary,or uplift of the middle and, in places the lower crust, by overthrusting along the
boundary.

Classes of Crustal Element

5. Relict - where an even older geophysical pattern or feature is detectable
locally within the element; and

6. An internal sub-element showing a muted geophysical signal, possibly due
to thick and localised sedimentary fill.

Six classes of crustal elements are recognised, the principal three ofwhich are identified in Plate 1:

1. Standard - not modified by any geophysical overprinting, so that similar
geophysical patterns and trends are distributed throughout the element;

2. Highly Magnetic - dominated by magnetic and gravity highs, implying
gross modification of the crust;

3. Geophysically Overprinted - explained further below;

4. Covered - where the magnetic signal is subdued due to thick sedimentary
cover;

The crustal elel1zents are
classifiedpril1zarily on the
basis oftheir geophysical
character and, secondarily,
on the basis oftheir spatial
relationships to each other.
The deduced, relative age of
their source rocks is a third,
I1luch less-lYell-constrained
attribute.

Standard crustal element (class S)
These are pieces of crust that correspond, more or less, to composite geophysical domains that most closely
correlate with geological provinces, and that are considered to have not been extensively modified since
their initial cratonisation. Their geophysical features show a similar pattern, or sets of trends, throughout.
The deduced age-range for their source rocks is also thought to fit within the same approximate range,
although this is not a pre-eminent criteria.
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Highly magnetic elements (class M)
These zones commonly correspond to uplift regions of mid- to lower crust, where there has been either
regional-scale addition of material (e.g., magmas), or pervasive deformation and high-grade
metamorphism, or both. Unlike the geophysically overprinted zone, this type of element does show a
transition structural boundary at the margin of its parent element. Some of these highly magnetic zones
could represent zones of 'advanced' overprinting where the original magnetic fabric of the parent element
has been obliterated and the region has subsequently been uplifted or its boundary with the parent element
destroyed by fault reactivation.

The highly magnetic category is assigned to elongate domains or subdomains that are characterised by
intense magnetisation, commonly reflecting high-grade metamorphism or abundant magmatism (shown as
\vhite overprint pattern of diamond-shapes on the paper copy of the 1:5 000 OOO-scale map). Such highly
magnetised zones can mark orogenic zones, as is the case for the King Leopold and Halls Creek Orogens
produced during phases of the Barramundi Orogeny at about 1850-1870 Ma or earlier {e.g., Elements KL
(King Leopold); subelement HCC (central zone, Halls Creek)}. Other specific examples include: Element
AF (Albany Fraser); parts of the central Amnta Block affected by the Strangways Orogeny at about 1730
1780 Ma (subelements ANR and ASR); and the Musgrave Block affected by the Musgravian Orogeny at
about 1070-1225 Ma (element M, Musgrave).

Zones of geophysical overprinting (class 0)

Geophvsicsllv
overprinted zones are
subelements that
correspondto zones lvhere the
geophysical signatures reflect
younger tectonic events,
ove1printed on older
geophysical features:

Highlv magnetic zone
are elements that cOlnlnonly
correspond to either uplift
blocks oflllid- to lower crust
or belts ofpronounced
11laglnatic activity, or both.

Geophysically overprinted zones are elongate domains in which one set of
geophysical features is progressively replaced by another. For example, older
structures can become less well-defined or offset, and the geophysical
anomalies can progressively change in magnitude and frequency, or just in
magnitude. Many are also characterised by demagnetisation. Many of these
zones correspond to zones of structural reworking and crustal modification, as a
result of metamorphism, deformation and intrusion, during orogenesis
preceding cratonisation of the younger crust.

The nature of overprinting zones is well illustrated by that at the boundary
between mega-elements WA (Western Australia) and SA (South Australia; Fig.
3), which separates the element labelled Y (Yilgarn) from element AF
(Albany-Fraser); see Significance of the Mapped Features; Relationship
of mega-element boundaries to overprinting zones.

Covered and locally covered elements (classes Land LC)
We categorised elements as 'Covered' where the magnetic signal is subdued as a result ofa thick
sedimentary overburden.

The category LC (Locally Covered) is applied to localised regions withi~ crustal elements ,vhe~e the
magnetic signal is subdued. This class is applied to subdomains where either the magnetic signal is largely
wiped out due to thick sedimentary cover (e.g., thick Roper Group deposits in the McArthur Basin region;
map-symbols MAE (Beetaloo Sub-basin; and possibly WEL, northwestern Wiso Basin), or the sedimentary
cover only slightly masks the magnetic signal as it is relatively thin (e.g., Nabbem Basin; map-symbol
NBB). Where the sedimentary cover is thick, a gravity low may be developed, as is the case for
subelements MA G and WEL. A gravity low may also reflect a granite batholith, as may be the case with
subelements MAN and SNCM in northern Australia (not shown on all versions of the map).
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Elements showing older relict geophysical patterns (class R)
Another type of geophysical feature, sho\vn as white overprint pattern of diagonal crosses on the 1:5 000
000 - scale map, is used where a relict magnetic signal can be recognised, either in the form of a ghost
signal (subelement MFR in the southern part of element M) or as patches sho\ving an older pattern within
a more widespread and dominant magnetic pattern, such as subelement GeT (Coulta) bordering element
G (Gawler). Such features may reflect an underlying older tectonic feature such as a cratonised subcrust.
The negative nature of the corresponding gravity domain can also imply the existence ofan older subcrust
if its expression relates to a deeper source than that producing the domains' magnetic signal (e.g., element
K). Supporting evidence can be found in other data, such as deep seismic reflection data (e.g., for
element K: see Symonds et a1. 1994).

How crustal elements differ from geological provinces
We emphasise that the crustal elements are not geologically defined features, because they have been
defined primarily from magnetic and gravity data sets, \vhich largely monitor the overall properties of the
upper crust. The crustal elements represent upper-crustal segments showing some overall commonality of
geophysical properties. In contrast, basement provinces are defined on the basis of geological criteria
derived from outcrop mapping, event stratigraphy, and the isotopic dating of events. Such geologically
defined provinces are three-dimensional bodies that have a definite thickness and represent time-rock
units \vhose maximum and minimum ages are generally, but not always, well established. Some of the
crustal elements could represent a set ofoverlying or overlapping basement provinces resting on and
including pre-existing crust.

How crustal elements differ from normal geophysical
domains

The crustal elements are based on a higher degree of interpretation than normal geophysical domains.
They have the additional attributes of relative-deduced age, rank (grouping), and potential-field character,
as well as being closely linked to geological provinces. They are considered to represent pieces ofupper
crust which have similar overall physical properties. As such, their validity can be tested and their
geometry and physical characteristics can be refined using a greater variety of geophysical and geological
data sets (e.g., seismic, EM, heat flo\v etc) other than magnetic and gravity data. So, with time and
continuing research, the three-dimensional outline of the crustal elements \vill become better defined by
criteria other than potential field data. Hopefully, through such processes, their near-surface outline can be
married, in many but not all cases, to that of geologically-defined basement provinces, as part of the
production ofvarious solid geology maps.
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Significance of the mapped
features

Relationship of mega-element boundaries to
overprinting zones

Both the nature of several of the mega-element boundaries and the significance of the overprinting zones
are well illustrated by features at the boundary between mega-elements WA (western Australia) and SA
(south Australia; Fig. 5). This boundary separates the element labelled Y (Yilgarn) from element AF
(Albany-Fraser; Fig. 4: see discussion by Wellman 1988). This zone (subelement YMR in Fig. 4) is
characterised by a drop in magnetic intensity (demagnetisation) and the progressive disruption of the
magnetic pattern of element Y (NE-SW zone in Fig. 6).

The demagnetisation results from Mesoproterozoic deformation and metamorphism of Archaean granite
and gneisses, as well as greenstones within packages ofvolcanic and sedimentary rocks (Yilgarn) during
convergence of the crustal blocks (Fig. 7; Beeston et a!. 1988). This overprinted zone, YMR, is adjoined
immediately to the west by a highly magnetic zone, the 40-200-km wide element AF (Albany-Fraser;
southeastern corner ofFig. 6). The more magnetic features in this zone show as bright white in Figure 6.
Element AF correlates with a substantially covered, complex orogenic belt, consisting of migmatite
complex (orthogneiss and paragneiss) and metamorphosed mafic rocks (dolerite and gabbro), that was
extensively intruded by granite at about 1150 Ma (Fig. 7; see also Myers 1990; Nelson et a!. 1995).

An analogous situation has been described by Whitaker (1994) for the same boundary along strike to the
southwest, \vhere the southern boundary of the Yilgam Cratop has been demagnetised up to 20 km north
of the boundary and other discordant magnetic lineaments parallel this feature a further 30 km inboard of
the boundary. He attributed these features to deformation associated with thrusting of the Albany Province
over the Yilgarn Craton.
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Figure 6. Image of Total Magnetic Intensity in the region of the Y-AF element
boundary. The northeast-trending zone of textural overprinting and
demagnetisation YMR (Mulga Rock) sholvs as dark tones at the margin of element
Y (Yilgarn), characterised by northlvest-trends (UTM projection).
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Significance of the Crustal Elements
Wellman (e.g., Wellman, 1995b) argues that the gravity and magnetic trends that characterise each
element \vere formed at the time of cratonisation of each element (composite geophysical domain), in the
period following orogenesis after which the crust was relatively stable.

An Overview of the Mega-elements
For each mega-element we can estimate an age of final cratonisation by establishing the time-range of the
last main stage of magmatic, metamorphic and structural events that can be related to the imprinting of
the youngest, \videspread magnetic pattern. We contend that the mega-elements, as mapped, reflect the
configuration of large cratonic regions before their final incorporation into the Australian continent.

Once the mega-elements are defined, using essentially geophysical criteria, one can re-evaluate what they
and their boundaries represent in geological and tectonic terms. As each element, or piece of crust, records
something of its past evolution, each mega-element can contain smaller fragments, themselves possibly
representing older cratons (or lithospheric plates) that have been subsequently amalgamated to form a
larger feature.

Mega-element CA (central Australia)
Mega-element CA (central Australia; Fig. 5) is characterised by a series of east-west, long-wavelength,
elongate, gravity highs and lows. It is a complex zone separating simpler and more coherent mega
elements. It comprises an assembly of long narro\v crustal elements, large, more-equidimensional
elements, and relatively small elements. These include several highly magnetic zones and overprinted
zones, similar to those described above. The geophysical evidence indicates that mega-element CA
corresponds to a \vide region of long-lived interaction between, on the one hand, the cratonic mega
element NA (north Australia) and, on the other, WA and SA, which are even more cratonic in character.
Geological evidence suggests that mega-element CA evolved between 1900 Ma and 1100 Ma (Collins &
Shaw 1995; Clarke et al. 1995).

Major discordant boundaries within mega-element CA (Fig. 5) imply crustal-scale strike-slip
displacements. These include the discordant boundary where a belt of subelements ANR, ASR and eYN
(labelled ASR in Fig. 4; a composite, highly magnetic zone that borders the Redbank Thrust Zone, in the
central Amnta Block) truncate element M (Musgrave). Two other discordant boundaries are: (i) where the
southern margin of element BR truncates the boundary between elements LA (Lagrange) and R (Roeves),
and· (ii) where these are cut by Zones PA (Paterson) m:td RU (Rudall).

Element M (Musgrave) exhibits some continuity with mega-element SA (South Australia), hinted at by the
continuity of magnetic trends (bet\veen elements FR-WG and sub-elementMFR). So, the main crustal
boundary marking the limit of mega-element SA may be either within element M (Musgave) or separate
elements M (Musgave) and PR (Petermann Ranges). Nevertheless, in terms of its geophysical character,
element M (Musgrave) fits more readily in mega-element CA.

An important boundary, corresponding to the overlap between the Amadeus and Canning basins, divides
the ,vestern and eastern parts of the mega-element. Alongside and slightly west of this boundary, a north
trending mega-shear zone, the Lassiter Shear Zone ofBraun et a1. (1991), has been proposed as a way of
accommodating the situation in the Devonian-Carboniferous, where there was 60 kIn or more of extension
in the Canning Basin while there was 100 km or more of shortening in the Amadeus Basin (Shaw et al.
1991a). Our map does not support such a simple partitioning ofthe accommodating strain. Rather, it
\vould be more consistent with a wide zone of more distributed interaction, perhaps involving many en
echelon strike-slip faults. Given the complex features seen in this north-south zone, it seems probable that
a variety of movements have occurred during several periods (see Forman & Shaw 1973).
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Mega-element NA (north Australia)
Mega-element NA (north Australia; Fig. 5) is characterised by a large northern region "vith subdued
magnetic response, and bordering regions with closely spaced, linear, short-\vavelength anomalies, \vhich
show broad swings in trend. Its gravity expression is also subdued, apart from its marginal regions, \vhich
reflect particular periods of crustal growth. It consists of a complex amalgamation of elements that
correspond to the North Australian Craton (North Australian Orogenic Province ofPlumb (1979a, b».
Geological evidence suggests that evolution of the mega-element started sometime before about 1900 Ma
and that by 1700 Ma it was essentially cratonised (plumb 1979, Myers et a1. 1996). The most important
tectonic event to shape the region \vas the poorly-defined Barramundi Orogeny (Etheridge et a1. 1987),
which started at about 1890-1870 Ma in Mount Isa and in the Pine Creek regions, and continued in other
regions (e.g., East Kimberleys) as a late, largely magmatic stage, until about 1865-1850 Ma (see Shaw,
1994; Myers et a1. 1996 for discussion).

The southern margin of the North Australian Craton has been multiply deformed and dismembered, so
much so that its corresponding geophysical member-elements are included in mega-element CA (central
Australia), itself characterised by an assembly of long, narro\v crustal elements expressed as a series of
east-west, long-wavelength, elongate gravity highs and lows. The southern margin of mega-element NA is
placed at the zone of overprinting BD (Bright Downs). This zone, corresponding to a zone of strike-slip
faulting, truncates element MI (Mount Isa), and swings from southwest to northwest to merge with the
boundary bet\veen mega-elements CA and NA (TN and MD overprinted zones; Fig. 4).

Element MI (Mount Isa) lies towards, but not at, the eastern margin of the mega-element. Its prominent
northerly-trending, linear, alternating positive and negative gravity and magnetic anomalies are
interpreted to be the result ofcomplex crustal extension, expressed in three periods of east-west rifting
(Wellman, 1992a).

The zone of geophysical overprinting YR (segments YRN, YRS) at the western edge ofelement MI (Mount
Isa) is marked by a sharp swing in the trend of gravity and magnetic anomalies from east-west to
southeasterly, indicating a wide zone of distributed dextral shearing, resulting in a southerly translation of
the Mount Isa region with respect to elements to the west. The timing of this shearing is unknown. As the
shearing presumably predate movements recorded in overprinting zone MD (Mount Ida) at the southern
margin of mega-element NA, \ve consider that it occurred well before 400-300 Ma, and possibly before
1500 Ma. The translations recorded by zone YR may well antedate the extension that formed the
Leichhardt Trough (element MI), itself starting at about 1820 Ma. There is also evidence in the geological
record of some late-stage mid-Palaeozoic(?) reactivation (e.g., along May River Fault).

In the far west, element K (Kimberley) is separated from the main body of mega-element NA by the zone
of overprinting HC (Halls Creek: segments HLC, HCF, HCA, HCB and HCC), a feature that is
particularly prominent in the gravity data. This zone corresponds to the Halls Creek province (orogen),
\vhich is noted for its record of repeated episodes of strike-slip, commonly sinistral faulting, from the
Mesoproterozoic to the Palaeozoic (plumb et a1. 1985). More recent data suggests that the zone follows a
terrane boundary dating from the late stages of the so-called Barramundi orogeny at 1865-1850 Ma (Tyler
et a1. 1995; Myers et a1. 1996). On its western margin, it exhibits a discordant boundary against
overprinting zone KL (King Leopold) and element 0 (Oscar) (see Shaw et a1. 1994a). Element NK
(Nookanbah) may represent a continuation of zone He to the southwest, its signature being subdued by the
thick (15 km) sedimentary cover of the Fitzroy Trough.

Mega-element NE (New England)
Mega-element NE (New England; Fig. 5) comprises two north-trending zones, bordering mega-element T
(Tasman) to the west. It is made up of a series of long, narrow crustal elements, with magnetic and gravity
features outlining a complex Z-bend (sharp oroclinal (?) bend). In the current map, the mega-element
corresponds to the New England Fold Belt. It has not been subdivided, although the corresponding
geological feature is traditionally broken up into several tectonic blocks or tectonostratigraphic terranes.
Geological evidence suggests that the province corresponding to mega-element NE has had a long history,
dating back to the Ordovician, but that most tectonic activity was between 410 Ma and 270 Ma, and
followed the Early to mid-Palaeozoic (460-370 Ma) tectonism evident within mega-element T (Tasman)
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(Fukui et a1. 1995). Based on a broadly discordant boundary relationship, major southward (?) translation
of mega-element NE (New England) relative to mega-element T (Tasman) is inferred to have taken place
within overprinted zone MN between the Devonian and the Late Permian.

Mega-element NQ (north Queensland)
Mega-element NQ (north Queensland; Fig. 5) is a small and relatively narro\v, north-trending geophysical
zone, composed of several substantially overprinted subelements. The provinces corresponding to these
features initially evolved from about 1680 Ma to 1550-1500 Ma. Magmatism occurred in the eastern parts
at about 1100 Ma. The region was subsequently reactivated in two or more stages in the Palaeozoic,
between about 460 and 400 Ma. This Palaeozoic tectonism has markedly influenced the magnetic pattern.

NQ adjoins mega-element NA (north Australia) to the west, along a boundary that may not penetrate the
whole crust as it is not marked by a major gravity-dipole anomaly. Element KW (Keer Weer) may be a
continuation of element MI (Mount Isa); so the latest versions of the Australian Crustal Elements Map
(1996:- Arc/Info) place element KW in mega-element NA (north Australia). Element KW's poorly defined,
and some\vhat gradational, boundary ,vith element NWP (Weipa; Normanton - Kowanyama province) also
implies that the boundary between mega-elements NA and NQ is not major. Indeed, the next version of
our map (1996, Arc/Info) may include the element N (Normanton; subelements NPW, and NCR) in mega
element NA (north Australia).

The marginal region of the mega-element to the south and southeast - adjoining mega-element T
(Tasman) - is also complex, reflecting crustal extension, back-arc extension and arc-related plutonism
beginning at about 460 Ma. (This is the reason why the boundary was shifted southwards to include
elements HO (Hodgkinson), BR (Broken River) and LR (Lolworth-Ravenswood) between hardcopy
versions 1 and 2 of the map).

A zone of overprinting, TMI (Townsvillle-Mornington Island), which cuts right across mega-element NQ,
corresponds to a concentration of Carboniferous-Permian igneous activity (Wellman et al. 1994b).

Mega-element P (Pinjarra, westernmost Australia)
Mega-element P (Pinjarra; Fig. 5) is a poorly understood zone at the western margin of mega-element WA
(Western Australia). Basement in this zone is largely covered by Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary
rocks. Geological evidence suggests that mega-element P evolved in the Mesoproterozoic, with final
tectonism at about 1100 Ma, involving deformation and metamorphism under granulite-facies conditions
(Bruguier et a1. 1994). The Leeuwin Complex, corresponding to element LU, may have undergone
sinistral transcurrent to transpresssional shearing during the late Neoproterozoic ( --550 Ma? see Beeston
et a1. (1995». This movement may have resulted in a 90-degree rotation ofthe east-west trends of the
Albany province (Element AF).

Mega-element SA (South Australia)
Mega-element SA (South Australia; Fig. 5) is a complex region, made up of linear arcuate elements that
are aligned in a circular manner around a core region marked by the element G (Gawler). Some arcuate
gravity highs and aligned linear magnetic highs could correspond to ancient rift zones, as postulated by
Gunn (1984).

Geological evidence suggests that mega-element SA evolved bet\veen the Late Archaean and the end of the
Palaeoproterozoic (1600 Ma) (Daly & Fanning 1993; Flint 1993). Overprinted zone KR (Karani)
corresponds to a major fault zone, marking a proposed new northern limit for the Gawler Craton.
Subelement GFf-V (Ga\vler: Fowler in 1:5 000 OOO-scale map) is a wedge of anastomosing blocks in
northeastern element G, outlined by a series of prominent northerly-trending magnetic and gravity highs,
corresponding to meta-igneous calcalkaline cumulus gabbro-diorite and tonalite, as well as banded iron
formation (bif), pelitic schists and ultramafic rocks (Daly et a1. 1995). These authors refer to this zone as
the Fowler Suture Zone and propose that it represents an oblique Palaeoproterozoic (1730-1540 Ma)
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collision zone at the northern margin of a continent (Mawson), comprising the Gawler Craton and parts of
the East Antarctic shield.

The magnetic interpretation for the western margin of the element AD, corresponding to the Adelaide
"Geosyncline", reflects the postulate of Gunn (1994) that the gravity and magnetic features, corresponding
to the Torrens Hinge Zone, could represent an ancient rift system.

Subelenlent GRV (Gawler Range) \vithin element G (Gawler) corresponds to intracratonic volcanic rocks
(rhyolite, dacite, andesite and basalt) and associated granites (Hiltaba Suite), emplaced at about 1595-1585
Ma (Flint 1993). It has been suggested that these magmas were derived from a mantle plume (Campbell
& Hill 1991). Subelement GRT/includes a highly magnetic micro-element, GRV3, that could represent the
expression of the feeder to such a mantle plume. A similar scenario could apply to element CN
(Curnamona) as it has a similar magnetic expression and correlates with volcanic rocks showing similar
chemistry to those of the Ga\vler Range Volcanics (Giles & Teale 1979).

The zone overprinting the eastern margin of mega-element SA, element KA (Kanmantoo), corresponds to
zone bordering the eastern margin of the Nackara Arc, itself representing Adelaidian rocks defonned and
metamorphosed during the Delamerian Orogeny (505-470 Ma). The pre-existing crust in the region of
element KA may be similar to the Precambrian rocks of the Redan Zone at the eastern margin of the
Broken Hill basement province. The \vestern limit of element KA is taken to be the discontinuous series of
magnetic highs that correlate with I-type granites emplaced during the Delamerian Orogeny (505-470
Ma).

Mega-element T (Tasman)
The mega-element T (Tasman; Fig. 5) contains abrupt internal changes in magnetic and gravity field
marking two major zones that define the boundaries between wide orogenic belts. These features,
described in detail by Wellman (1995b), could be suture zones that are remnants of complex mid-to Late
Palaeozoic episodes ofcollision between crustal blocks. Apart from a segment in north Queensland, mega
element T corresponds to the Tasman Orogenic System of Wellman (1995a). The preferred tectonic model
involves accretion of element LE (Lachlan East) to element LW (Lachlan West), resulting in reworking of
LE (Lachlan East) to give zone WO (Wagga-Omeo). Similarly, element AK (Anakie) may have accreted
onto element TH (Thomson), resulting in reworking of zone HG (Hughenden). A complex zone of
interference, zone BK (Bourke), separate elements TH (Thomson) and LW (Lachlan West), and may have
formed during accretion of these two major elements, to the north and south - although it could represent
a zone ofcrustal extension, which underwent later convergence.

In Tasmania, element TYR (Reed; Tyennan) is a zone of overprinting, interpreted to record complex
collision during the Cambrian between an older Proterozoic block, represented by element RC (Rocky
Cape) and a younger block, corresponding to element TY (Tyennan). This younger block is, in tum,
bordered and overlain by another unit of turbidites and Siluro-Devonian granites, represented by element
MT (Mathinna).

At first sight, zone GLN (Glenelg/Stavely), also at the margin between elements SA and T, has the
appearance of a zone of overprinting. However, the eastern boundary is not well-defined (in either the
magnetic or gravity data). Rather, overprinting having the same deduced relative age, is mapped to the
west in the region of element AD (Adelaide).

Mega-element WA (Western Australia)
Mega-element WA (Western Australia; Fig. 5) comprises elements P (pilbara) and Y (Yilgam) joined by
element CP (Capricorn: CGP, CPB & CPE) and corresponds to the West Australian Craton, which formed
a separate entity from about 1800-1600 Ma (Tyler & Thome 1990). Element CP (Capricorn) contains a
major dipole gravity anomaly, which appears linked to a lyell-defined boundary at the northeastern margin
of element Y (Yilgarn), so elements P and Y may have been separate plates in the Mesoproterozoic.
Ho\vever they are kept, for the moment, within the one mega-element, as their magnetic and gravity
patterns are similar, being mainly sourced from similar variably magnetic, lo\v density granites and
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markedly magnetic, high-density greenstones. Geological evidence suggests that mega-element WA
formed between 1900 Ma and 1100 Ma (Myers 1990).

The boundaries against mega-elements P and SA are both marked by zones of overprinting and gravity
dipole anomalies (zone NH - Northampton in west and zone Y1VIR - Mulga Rock; Yilgarn in east), and so
these may well have been plate boundaries at some time in their history.

Tectonic significance of regionally discordant
boundaries

Zones of overprinting at or parallel to the NA-CA mega-element
boundary

A discordant boundary, outlined by the zone of overprinting BD (Bright Downs), marks the southern
margin of mega-element NA. This zone truncates element MI (Mount Isa), and swings from southwest to
northwest to merge with the boundary between mega-elements CA and NA (TN and 1v1D overprinted
zones; Fig. 4). Geologically, zone 1v1D (Mount Ida) corresponds to a wide zone of en-echelon quartz-filled
faults within a region of distributed transpressional and transtensional shear, which was active more than
once, but is considered to be essentially of Silurian-Devonian age (Shaw 1994). Similarly, within zone BD
(Brighton Do,vns), displaced magnetic and gravity trends ofelement MI (Mount Isa) suggests a zone of
dextral shearing (Wellman 1992), possibly of a similar age.

Another subparallel boundary to the south - marked by zone BR and the composite, highly magnetic
zones bordering the Redbank Thrust Zone (elements ANR, ASR and eYN (labelled ASR in Fig. 4) 
\vraps around older elements AYfV andAYE (Amnta: Yuendumu North & South). These older elements
\vere deformed at 1880-1860 Ma (Yuendumu Event in Collins & Shaw 1995), and so is more akin, in their
geological history, to rocks of the North Australia Craton (mega-element NA). Several lines of evidence,
listed belo,v, suggests that this boundary ,vas a plate boundary early in its history and became an intraplate
boundary from the Neoproterozoic:

1. Major dipole gravity anomalies mark its southern margin;

2. It marks the southern limit of subduction-related magmatism of Palaeoproterozoic age (Zhao
& McCulloch 1995; Sun et a11995; Sivelle & McCulloch, 1996);

3. It truncates element M (Musgrave) at its eastern end, as well as elements in the far west (LA
& R in 1:5 000 OOO-scale map); and

4. While it may have existed as a plate boundary before 1780-1750 Ma, it was reactivated at
about 1400 Ma, in an unknown tectonic setting, and at 400-300 Ma as an intraplate boundary
(Shaw & Black 1991; Shaw et ale 1992; Foden et a1. 1995).

Zone of overprinting at the WA-SA mega-element boundary
A major crustal boundary, marked by overprinted zone Y1v1R (Mulga Rock), is recognised benveen
elements Y (Yilgarn) and AF (Albany-Fraser), based on the presence of major dipole gravity anomalies
and distinctly different geological histories on either side of the boundary (e.g., granulite metamorphism
at about 1300 Ma is restricted to the east of the boundary; Mathur & Shaw 1992; Beeston et a1. 1988;
Wellman 1988; Nelson et a1.1995). Ifelement M (Musgrave) represented a continuation of element AF
(Albany-Fraser), at about 1300-1100 Ma, then it has been subsequently displaced westwards during a
younger tectonic event.
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Zones of overprinting at the CA-SA mega-element boundary
The northern limit of overprinted zone PR (petermann Ranges) at the northern margin of element M
(Musgrave) has long been identified as a major crustal boundary (Forman & Shaw 1973; Mathur & Shaw
1982; Lambeck & Burgess (1992). Clarke et al. (1995) speculate that it may have acted as a plate
boundary during the Petermann Ranges Orogeny at 550-530 Ma, and been linked to the edge of element
AF (Albany-Fraser), the combined feature marking the convergence of part of Antartica with the
Musgrave Block and the Yilgarn Craton. But if a superbasin blanketed the central Australian region
(including the boundary marked by zone PR) from about 1830 Ma or earlier, as argued by Shaw et a1.
(1991b) and Walter et a1. (1996), then any plate boundary was older than that and probable older than the
intracratonic Giles magmatism at 1080 Ma (Sun et a1. 1996). A more probably age for plate convergence
is during granulite metamorphism at about 1200 Ma (age of Grey 1978). Our mapping suggests that the
overprinting zone (PRT¥ in 1:5 000 OOO-scale map) does not continue westwards to join elements RU
(Rudall) and PA (paterson), but s\vings sharply north\vards near the western end of element M
(Musgrave).

The WA-CA mega-element boundary
A major crustal boundary, which may well have been a plate boundary in the Mesoproterozoic (Myers et
a1. 1996), marks the boundary between western parts of mega-elements CA with mega-element WA. It
corresponds to t\"O major aligned gravity dipole anomalies, which link to the southern margin ofelement
M (Musgrave). At what stage in the Mesoproterozoic these mega-elements first impinged on each other is
problematic. It may have been either sometime in the time-span ?1750-1500 Ma (Hickman & Bagas,
1995) or immediately preceding granite intrusion at about 1300 Ma (Smithies & Bagas 1996).
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Benefits and uses of the map

Benefits of Map

For evolutionary tectonic models

Our ne\v map of Australian crustal elements delineates and classifies the geophysical domains in a way
that sheds new light on the tectonic development of the continent. The map recognises many abrupt or
discordant boundaries in the upper crust, some ofwhich may be plate or subplate boundaries that have
been active at various stages in the continent's history. The map aims to provide a starting position for the
examination or re-examination ofevolutionary tectonic models. By presenting, the 'big picture', it
encourages the user to consider how the continent might have evolved into its present configuration, and
to make predictions about the distribution, relative ages, and nature of the crustal blocks.

For petroleum and mineral exploration

Our map represents a model of the structural framework of the continent, which is a starting point for new
and integrated tectonic models. The map provides the first step in the process of evaluating those
structures and events that control the localisation of mineral and petroleum resources. The structure and
composition of the crust are key elements in the understanding of sedimentary basins and mineral
provinces, features that underpin databases for resource evaluation. As SUCh, the map should generate new
exploration concepts and may open new areas for frontier petroleum and mineral exploration, or reveal
questions for future investigation.

Uses of the Map
The map is designed to be used in conjunction with other types of geological and geophysical maps. It can be used:

• to provide an initial model of the framework for the Australian crust;

• to interpret the distribution ofbasement geological provinces underneath sedimentary cover;

• to provide regional settings for more detailed geophysical interpretations;

• to provide a framework for many types of geological interpretations, such as solid geology
maps, structural syntheses, diagrams ofbasin development, and reconstructions of plate
tectonic settings and palaeogeographic evolutions;

• to enhance resource evaluation by allowing databases of sedimentary basins with petroleum
potential and mineral provinces to be linked to crustal structure

• as a framework for studying crustal processes such as cratonisation, earthquake distribution,
geodynamics, crustal heat flow, the formation of metal deposits, and the generation and
entrapment of petroleum.
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Limitations of Map
In its current form, the map has several limitations:

• The map is only a two-dimensional interpretation of magnetic, gravity and crustal element
boundaries;

• Whereas the boundaries are intended to approximate their mean position in the upper crust,
the accuracy of their position is considerably reduced in regions of thick sedimentary cover
and sparse data;

• Time spans, expressed as the possible limits of deduced relative ages for source rocks, are
one the most poorly constrained attributes used in construction of the map. They are used to
allow a visualisation of geological correlations, thereby providing a pseudo-tectonic map. In
many, but not all cases, the maximum age is largely unconstrained. Hence, a 'curly'
reference box is used in the map legend (Intergraph versions) for this lower limit;

• Lineaments and faults, even those with lengths of lOs or 100s ofkilometres, are not shown
unless they form element boundaries;

• The distinction bet\veen geophysically overprinted zones (0) and highly magnetic zones (M)
is not so clear cut in mega-elements NE and T;

• At this stage, map coverage is limited to onshore regions.
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Digital and hard copy versions
of the map

Hard Copy Versions
In Microstation™Hard Copy
versions, 1nap units of
possible Archaean age are
portrayed in red, those of
possible Proterozoic age in
shades ofpll1ple, yellolv,
brolvl1 and those ofpossible
Palaeozoic age in shades of
blue. The ovelprinted zones
are generally sholvn in paler
cOl1zplel1zentaly colours such
as pale green or yellolv. The
colouredpattern on some
overprinting zones is that of
the parent unit.

AI: 5 000 OOO-scale, coloured, hard copy of the Australian Crustal Elements
map ,vas first released on 17 November 1995, coinciding with the project
presentation seminar of AGSO's Division ofRegional Geology & Minerals. As
the map is released on demand, new versions reflect our current understanding
of the crustal elements. The version status is indicated by date ofpublication
and version number. The difference between versions 1.0 and 2.0 mainly
concerns a revision to the boundary between mega-elements NQ and T,
whereas the changes between versions 2.0 and 2.2 mainly concern the labelling
of some elements to make them more consistent ,vith GIS versions.

Please refer to the 1nap as:

Shaw, R.D., Wellman, P., Gunn, P., Whitaker, A.J., Tarlowski, C. & Morse, M., 1996a, Australian
Crustal Elements (1:5 000 000 scale map), based on distribution of geophysical domains. Australian
Geological Survey Organisation, Canberra.

and the Notes as:

Shaw, R.D., Wellman, P., GUDD, P., Whitaker, A.I., Tarlowski, C. & Morse, M., 1996b, Users Guide to

the Australian Crustal Elements map. Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Record, 1996/xx., $$

Digital Versions
A microstation .dgn file of the map is available and comes with a Microsoft ExcelThA file~ which lists the
attributes of each element (listed by mega-element).

In the ArclnfoTA1 version of A translation into ArcInfolM is complete. The data sets include a table listing
the nlap, 3 geodata sets are key attributes for each element polygon-area, labelled by Map-Symbol. A
available: 1. polygon version of this attribute list is supplied in Appendix A.
coverage oflnap elel11ents 1M . . .
/-, 1'} 2 1° Future ArcInfo verSIons of the map WIll Incorporate new data and concepts as
{tectpg /' . .lne coverage .. I d d d did
if

-:- fi /. l' } vanous projects are comp ete an new ata an concepts are eva uate .
o gravltv eatures {~grav /'

r - 1M
& 3. line coverage of MapInfo translation is also planned.
11lagnetic features (1nags_1).
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Concluding Discussion

Tectonic significant of features
Several features recognised in the new map point to an evolution of the Australian continent through the
dismembering and collision of crustal blocks, involving translations between blocks of many, probably
hundreds, ofkilometres.

Elements showing different crustal properties and histories
Although the 1nap is pre
e111inently a geophysical
d0I11ainl11ap, lvhich
elnphasises links to tectonic
provinces, and NOT a
tectonic 1nap as such, it has
111ajor ilnplicatiol1s for the
tectonic develop111ent ofthe
continent. It provides the
reader lvith a starting point to
pursue a ltlide range of
tectonic issues.

The crustal elel11ents, as
1napped, are NOT
synonY111ous lvith
tectonostratigraphic terranes.

HOlvever, the 1napped crustal
ele111ents I1lay help to
differentiate
tectonostratigraphic terranes
and, ulti/nately, the types of
crust that constitute and
underlie theln.

A set of crustal elements are recognised that sho\v differing crustal properties,
such as bulk density and degree of magnetisation, and features implying
different evolutionary histories, such as differing geophysical trends and
anomaly patterns.

Such features are reminiscent of those ascribed to tectonostratigraphic terranes,
that is, 'fault-bounded packages of rock of regional extent characterised by a
geological history which differs from that of its neighbours' (Howell et a1.
1985). The concept of terranes has been developed for the Mesozoic crustal
fragments that have accreted, in a transpressional environment, onto the west
coast of North America where their boundaries are commonly, but not
necessarily, marked by melange, blueschist and! or ophiolite (possibly altered to
serpentinite).

Because terrane analysis presumes a plate tectonic model, a hypothesis fraught
\vith some difficulties when applied to the Precambrian, it would be unwise to
assume that tectonic terranes and crustal elements are necessarily synonymous
- both being established using different sets of criteria. A tectonostratigraphic
terrane is defined as fault-bounded package of strata that is allothonous to, and
has a geological history distinct from, the adjoining geological unit (Howell,
1995), whereas crustal elements are primarily defined using potential field
data.

The danger of directly linking the two types of feature is well illustrated by
noting the mismatch between the tectonostratigraphic terranes erected by
Scheibner (1985) for the Tasman fold belt with the crustal elements interpreted
by Peter Wellman (1995; this volume). For example, the crustal element map
implies that the t\VO terranes (Stanwell-Bendigo and Tabberabberan), mapped
by Scheibner (1985), lying between the element K (Kanmantoo) and element
WO (Wagga-Omeo) are one coherent unit (element LW), not two
tectonostratigraphic terranes. This reassessment is consistent with the findings
of Gray et a1. (1996) and Grey (1997) that much of the region is dominated by
thin-skinned thrust slices, which were initiated during the Benambran Orogeny
(425-435 Ma).
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Zones of Crustal Modification

Zones of crustal modification, 40-200 km wide and commonly 700-1000 km long, can be mapped across
the continent using magnetic and gravity images. Two types of modification are apparent:

1. Zones of geophysical overprinting where the degree of magnetism is either lower or
higher than in the adjoining region. These zones commonly correspond to zones of
structural re\vorking and either retrograde (lower magnetisation) or prograde
metamorphism (higher magnetisation).

2. Highly magnetic zones that correspond to either zones ofuplifted lo\ver crust or zones
characterised by abundant magnetic igneous rocks, some of \vhich have been
subsequently deformed and metamorphosed. Other possible origins for these and
similar zones include crustal-scale extension and cordilleran-style arcs.

Discordant Boundaries

The tectonic significance of major discordant boundaries between elements can be assessed by their degree
of discordance and whether they mark abrupt changes in crustal composition. Studies in Canada (Gibbs et
a1. 1983), west Africa, and Brazil (Lesguer et ale 1984) suggest that many discordant boundaries showing
abrupt changes in mean crustal composition can represent geosutures between previously separated
lithospheric plates.

Future Research
The 111ap and legend could
be redesigned so that the
Inapped e111phasis some
general ph.,vsical property of
each crustal elel1lents and
excluded any age
connotations.

The 1995 map represents a tectonic model for the continent, which requires
ongoing testing as further information on crustal structure, derived from other
data sets, become available. In this way, one could explore the degree of
consistency between different data types.

Further information on the deeper crustal structure that can be used to test and
refine the crustal model can be gleaned from a variety of sources including:

• crustal heat flow (Somerville et al. 1994);

• upper mantle Pn seismic velocity (Collins 1991);

• refraction seismic data obtained from the current SKIPPy survey (van der
Hilst et al. 1996);

• distribution of earthquakes reflecting underlying crustal structure (like the
faults marking the rifted (passive) margin of Iapetan craton in North
America (Wheeler, 1995);

• 'hot' and 'cold ' upper mantle regions inferred from the distribution of
kimberlite, lamprophyres and other related alkaline-magmatic rocks;

• granite basement provinces pointing to compositional differences in the
lo\ver crust (Chappell, 1988);

• mapped domains showing common ranges in crustal residence ages,
derived from Sm-Nd TIM model ages and V-Pb zircon ages for older zircon
grains in magmatic rocks, that reflect differing histories for older rocks in
the lo\ver crust.
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Ideally, \ve need to build a three-dimensional model of the various crustal pieces in which we can have an
increasingly higher degree of confidence. This will not only require better data, testing and analysis, but
more precise and meaningful integration with the geology.

The next step ,vill be to construct a solid geology map, emphasising the tectonic features of the continent's
basement. This new map ,vill be a different map, based on different criteria. As SUCh, it will need to take
greater account of mapped geology, particularly that derived from new NGMA outcrop mapping, as well
as improved geochronological and geophysical data.
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Glossary of Terms

Age-limits
The estimated limits in relative deduced age for source rocks within each
crustal element. The legend portrays possible maximum and minimum limits
for groups of rocks presumed to have generated the magnetic and gravity
anomaly patterns mapped as geophysical domains.

Covered Crustal Element
A crustal element for which the magnetic signal is subdued as a result of a thick
sedimentary overburden.

Cratonisation
The tectonic state that typically follows orogenesis, after which the crust is
relative stable (see 'craton' in Bates & Jackson (1980); West (1980». This
phenomena may result from several processes that thicken the crust (eg.,
magmatic or tectonic underplating) or by the progressive strengthening of the
lithosphere following a mantle induced thermal event (cf. Bird 1979).
Normally, cratonisation follows tectonic activity marked by magmatism,
metamorphism and pervasive deformation.

Crustal Element
Upper-crustal pieces showing some overall commonality of geophysical
properties.

Dipole gravity anomalies
Paired, major, elongate subparallel, positive and negative gravity anomalies.
Such anomalies commonly have amplitudes of 200 J.1ms-2 (20 mGal) and are
generated at major changes in upper crustal density, and isostatic compensation
at or below the crust-mantle boundary (Wellman 1978; Lambeck et ale 1988).
The gradient between the anomaly-pair commonly marks a site where younger,
denser crust is thrust over older lithosphere, as at a plate boundary (for
discussion, see Wellman 1978.; Gibbs et a1. 1983).

Geophysical Domain
A region \vithin \vhich there is a single geophysical pattern or character
(provodnikiv, 1975; Wellman, 1976a; Thomas et a1. 1988). Commonly, the
magnetic and gravity trend lines within the domain are subparallel, though not
necessarily straight.
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Highly Magnetic Crustal Element
A crustal element dominated by magnetic high of such magnitude that gross
modification of the crust is suggested. These elements form zones that represent
either upthrust blocks of lower crust or zones that have been significantly
modified by the addition of new crustal material, such as magmas, during
orogenesis.

Map-symbol
The symbol (map_symbol) used to label the smallest mappable unit in any
region. The symbol is derived from an informal, and, potentially temporary,
reference name ('unitname'), and uniquely identifies any element, which can be
of any rank (see also Rank of Crustal Elements).

Mega-element
These represent groups of crustal elements having similar geological and
geophysical characteristics, and lying within a common set of crustal
boundaries.

Overprinting Zone (Geophysical)
An elongate domain where one set of geophysical features are progressively
replaced by another. For example, older structures can become well-defined or
offset, and the geophysical anomalies can progressively change in magnitude,
frequency and/or magnitude.

Rank of Crustal Elements
Elements are ranked in hierarchical order, by their size and significance, into
enclosed polygon regions, namely mega-elements, elements, sub-elements and
micro-elements. This ranking is designed to aid correlation with other
geological and tectonic features. How these individual ranks may be related to
other geological terms is summarised in Table G1.

Where possible, an attempt is made to reserve the rank of 'element' for features
that approximate geological provinces. So, the element G (Ga\vler) consists of
several subelements, for example GCH (Christie structural subdomain 
symbolised in italics in the 1:5 000 000 map), as does the element A (Amnta).

Recently, it has become necessary to coin the term, 'micro-element' for the
smallest mapped unit. This term is applied \vhen division of sub-elements is
needed to: 1) accommodate internal changes in physical properties, such as
splitting subelement GRV (Gawler Range C Volcanics) into standard, highly
magnetic, covered classes; and 2) identify complex segments within the
boundary zone between elements or mega-elements.

Examples of similar, hierarchical ordering are those of (i) countries into states,
regions, and districts; and (ii) rock units into groups, formations and members.
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Table Gt. The 'Rank' of crustal elements and their potential relationship to other geological terms
in common use.

!STATUS IGroup. GIS Standard

::,~:~.: ! i

,:.

f.:j ~. I

:

<:.:1::::' NOTES i iData iDimens- !Highest Rank !Most !Special iSubordinate. ISmall !
. ~ 1sources !ions i jcommon 1category ~ applies to IDomain/ !

! .J ..1. 1 ..1. J J J~.~:.:..~~./: t:.~i:~ j
~Geological 1SEDIMENTARY BASIN 1Geological 130, t ~Superbasin, ~Basin j Compressional ~Subbasin ~Structural ~

iProvince ![unmetamorphosed 1 1 jeg., ~ 1Terrane ~ ~ domain I

: J..:::.~~::s::::: J ...I !..::::.r.:li.:.: : ...1 ..1. ..1..::I:.:.:~:: ..:..I
IGeological 1BASEMENT Geological 13D, t ~ Superprovince ~ Province: 1Compressional ~ Subprovince ~ Structural 1

IProvince IPROVINCE I leg., Yilgarn Itect?no- ITerrane I Idomain I

l-com~e!-CRu~~~bt~~-L:~~ntU.
~ Feature j (piece of crust, 1 1+/- t !element! 1Zone (a sub- ~ ~ element 1

1 ..l.[:.1~~:~~~~:~.1] .1. ...1. _ 1 I..:::.:i.~.:.:: .1.. : 1
~ Geophysical! GEOPHYSICAL 1Potential 120 IGroup of ~ Domain 1Elongate, ~ Subdomain ~ Anomaly ~

~ Feature 1DOMAIN (Magnetic 1Field data! l Domains ~ Imarginal sub- i ~ or small I

1 J.:.:.:::r..:.r::I:> ..I L. ...I I I..:.:::I: J I..::.:::: .J
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Relict geophysical pattern
This classification is applied where an older geophysical pattern is detectable
locally within the element or is recognised in some other geophysical data set
(e.g., deep seismic data).

Reworking (structural)
Structural reworking is overprinting of deformation fabrics within linear zones.
It is commonly accompanied by pervasive recrystallisation of metamorphic
assemblages. This phenomenon, discussed by Goscombe (1992), is more typical
ofProterozoic orogenic zones.

Standard Crustal Element
A piece of the upper crust, corresponding to a recognisable geophysical domain,
that has not been modified by any geophysical overprinting.

Subelement
These features, also referred to as zones, show second-order differences in
geophysical character within geophysical domains, such as differences in the
amplitude of anomalies.

Tectonostratigraphic Terrane

A fault-bounded package of strata that is allchothonous to, and has a geological
history distinct from, that of the adjoining geological unit (Glossary in Ho"vell
1995).
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Plates

Plate 1. Simplified crustal elements map of Australia, 1995
(See text and Appendix A for an explanation of
letter symbols).
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Plate 2. Australian Crustal Elements,1:5 000 000 scale
map, based on distribution of geophysical
domains.

Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Canberra

by Sha,v, R.D., Wellman, P., Gunn, P., Whitaker, A.J., Tarlo,vski, C. &
Morse, M., 1996a,

1:5 000 000- scale map supplied separately

- See text and Appendix A for an explanation of
letter symbols

- See Appendix B for bibliographic data about
each element
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Appendix A: Primary attributes

Outline of the primary attribute data set for each
element

The following the tables provides details of the attributes ofeach element used in map construction. These
tables are a modified version of those that originally accompanied the digital data release of the Australian
Crustal Elements Map in *.dgn format [Microstation] (see also Appendix B: Bibliographic data/or each
element).

Each table lists the symbols (MAP_SYMBOL) assigned to each crustal element (polygon), as well as its
key set of attributes (data fields) used in the construction of the map. The main data fields are:

(i) the name from which the labels \vere derived,
(ii) the relative deduced age, and
(iii) the class or category of each element.

Other, descriptive data fields are:
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(i) correlations with provinces,
(ii) overlying basins

The attributes listed are, more or less, those used in compiling the Australian Crustal Elements Map,
version 2.1. A few changes, indicated by the symbol '< " have been made between versions 1 and 2.1 to
improve the overall consistency of the map. With new data and interpretations, there is an ongoing need to
update, relabel and change the attributes ofelements. The latest changes, under consideration for the
ARC/ INFO version of the map, are indicated by the symbol ' »'.

The following is a set of notes on each of these attributes (data fields):

A. Map-symbols (Codes) for: Elements! Subelements! Micro-elements
We choose to refer to the various elements by symbol [groups of letters], rather than by giving them
names. We do this because the history of naming such shows that names tend to be short-lived and to
require constant refinement \vith incoming of new data and fresh interpretations. Our symbols [codes] can
be used in the construction of databases, after some editing to suit your system! platform.

B. Name: used for cmstal element map-symbol! code
ie., Derivation of name from which the element symbol was derived.

C. Current Rank Status [indicated by symbol]
ie., Mega-element, element, subelement and micro-element
Codes (*, $, # A) , provided \vith the release of a few - but not all - data sets, indicate when various
changes in 'rank' took place. These are:

*SE subelement not on version 1 of map
$SE subelement not on version 2 of map, but used on version 1 of map
#EL element not on version 1 of map
ASE subelement not used in current map series

D. Correlation with Prol'inces! Corresponding Feature: geological, geophysical, topographic
reference-area
The numbers refer to the primary key [reference number] used for baselnent provinces in Australian
provinces database. These refer to those listed in the GEOPROVS table (Oracle Software Platform) as used
by the database OZROX (see Ryburn et al., 1995).

E. Overlying Basins
Numbers refer to primary key [reference number] for sedilnentary basins in Australian provinces database.
These refer to the GEOPROVS table (Oracle Software Platform) as used by the database (see Ryburn et aI.,
1995).

F. Relative Deduced Age
Gives relative deduced age (PA) of elements and, ifappropriate, the age of overprinting (OA) and, in
some cases, the age of their protoliths (RA: Relict Age). These relative ages are substantially biased
towards geophysical, rather than geological, criteria.

G. Element Class! Category:
S Standard: not modified by any geophysical overprinting
M Highly Magnetic (zone): dominated by magnetic and gravity highs, implying gross
modification ofupper ernst
o Overprinted (zone): geophysicallyoverprinted
C Covered: with reduced/suppressed (quieti muted) magnetic signal

LOCAL VARIATIONS
R Relict geophysical pattern \vithin element
LC Covered subelement; locally suppressed pattern within element
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H. Mega-elements
CA Central Australia:
NA North Australia
NQ North Queensland
NQ? North Queensland in version 1; moved to Tasman (T?), in version 2
P Pinjarra (orogen)
SA South Australia
SA? Those Tasmanian elements tentatively placed in South Australia (SA), possibly a separate mega
element
T Tasman (orogenic system/ fold belt)

T? Moved to Tasman (T?), in version 2; assigned to North Queensland in version 1
WA Western Australia
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List (A-Z) of primary Attributes for each mapunit
(MAP_SYMBOL) - with notes on previous usage

Unitname Rk Correlation Basins C 010 RA

~ AAR ~ Arltunga: 1SE 1Arltunga Nappe 1 18 ~ 10 10 overprinted 1CA ~ Yes1 CYN, 1 1

lAD

~AF

! !West !!Province ![Esperance Shelf]! ! !magnetic ! l ! ! !

IAF2

~ AG f Angus i EL 1Angus region; f 012 Birrindudu 18 ~ 10 i0 overprinted 1CA ~ YeS1 1 ~

: 1 J .I.~:~~~~~~.: ...l..::.:i.~ [.:::::.r.:.] 1 1 ...1 _ .1.. 1. .1.. 1 ...1
~ AHR ~ Harts Range; 1SE ~ Region of Harts 1 18 ~ 10 10 overprinted 1CA ~ Yesl Unlab 1 ~

~AKN

I

Note: Ifyou cannot find the map-symbol in the main list, try the Old (Disused) Field (OlD)

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Pril1ZaJy Age
OA - Deduced~ relative Overprint Age
OID - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features~ inferred Age
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~AM1

Unitname Correlation Basins

i ICharles; Arunta I !region, Wigley I Basin, NE part of iiI iiielled; ! I

t .!.. ..I ..i..~~~~~.~~~ ..~.:~.~.~: ..l. ..1 ...1 ..1. _ ..l. J ...lJ3.t L ..!
~ AN 1Myaoola Bay ~ EL ~ Outlier of 052 1052 McArthur j 14 ~ 0 iC covered ~ NA ~ Yes~ S j 8 ~

~ AR» iJunction Bay; ~ SE 1052 McArthur Basin l052 McArthur 114 ~ 0 ~ C covered 1NA ~ Yes; s 18 l

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Pri111ary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
aID - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferredAge
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins COlO RA

!AYW
~ IWest; Arunta ! IYuendumu [lOOk f012 Birrindudu I I I I J I(SE)! 1

\ J J J.;~~~.;..~~~;~~.~~ ..1.~:.~~.~ .l.. ..I. ...I J L .I.. 1... .
f Be ~ Bancannia iEI 1Basement to 010 1010 Bancannia 128 ~ 0 ~ Sstandard iSA ~ Yes~ 1

~ j Downs, Main 1 1Zone at northern ~ Basin, 034 Galilee 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 1 1

1.. J J J;~~.~~.~~~~~..~.~.!! .l..~:.~~.~ J J. ..1 _.: ! L ..!. _ .1.. 1

~ BD2 ~ Brighton 1MI 1Easternmost !031 Eromanga 118 ~ 28 ~ 0 overpnnted 1NQ ~ Yesl BD 1 1

I J~:.:.~~:~:.~.~ .I.. .I.~~~:::.~:.:.~: J:.:.~:.~ ::.:..:.:I.il:.:....I _..: .l.. _ .J ~ J. L_I
~BH ~Broken Hill; 1El ~016 Broken Hill 1 j 17 ~O jSstandard ~SA ~ Noj j ~

;.B.HE -I-;;;:;~I;; ·I..SE ·I·~~~f~i~;,~;;:·o..1.~~~;~de.iOide ·..· I·l..i '.6 ·..·I·E~;~ ·1·SA ' y.es.I..~~l~b.l.. · ·1

i I Broken Hill 1 !Broken Hill Block ~ ['Geosyncline'] ! l ~ ! I ! ! !

~BHR

I

~ j Broken Hill 1 1subprovince jAdelaide Basin 1 ~ i 1! 1 1 1

L.. .1.. ! ...!.~~.~~~~y.~;~~~~:.:~J~.:~.:::.~.~.~~.~.::.~ J J_.J ..1 .1 ..1. 1.... ..!
!BK iBourke !El IBourke j031 Eromanga 128 j31 i0 overprinted IT ~ vesl BKN, ~ I

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Prilna1Y Age
OA - Deduced~ relative Ove1print Age
OlD - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferredAge
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Unitname Correlation Basins

~ BRN i Baron i EL i Baron Inlier, 1017 Canning i 16 ~ 0 ~ C covered i CA ~ Yesl 1 j

~ BU 1Buchan 1EL j Buchan region ~ 065 Ord Basin; 112 ~ 0 1C covered 1NA ~ Yesi j j

~j CEl !Coen, Main ~ MI ~ 022 Coen ~ 118 !33 i0 overprinted i NQ ~ Yes~ CE i i

1 1 I. .I.~;i;.~;.~.~~~~: ..1. __ .1. ...1 1 1 ..1. 1..::.:: ..1 ...i
~CE2 iCoen,Laura 1MI i092Yambo i048 Laura Basin i18 i3l iOoverprinted iNQ~ YesjCE ~ 1

~ CK i Cook ~ EL ~ Cook 1033 Eucla Basin ~ 23 10 10 overprinted ~ SA ~ Yes~ WT ~ !

~ ..l. ..1. J;;:~~~;f}.~~~.L .....l ...1 1 1 1 ...1 1 1 1

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Pri1nary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Ove/print Age
OlD - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins COlO RA

~ ClF ~ Point Parker 1EL 1Point Parker [1 Oak 1020 Carpentaria ! 14 ~ a f C covered 1NA ~ Yes! 8 1 1

1.:.: :.: .l..~~:.: ..:I.i:::.:I.:: 1. .I~;~;;.~~.~ ...I..::.~i.~ .1.. 1. 1 1 ./.. ---1 .J. --.I
~ ClR j Clarke River !El !Clarke River Fault 1 129 ~ 31 f 0 overprinted 1NQ ~ Yes! 1 1

~CNP 1Mount Painter; !SE 1055 Mount Painter 1 I 18 ~a 1Mhighly !SA ~ Yesl I I

: .I..:.:.r.~.::.:~.: I .I..~~~~~;,~~~~~::.~...I.. _..I. LI.:::: l ~ I J J
~ CO 1Coompana 1EI 1Coompana l033 Eucla Basin 16 ~ a 1C covered 1SA ~ Yesi 1 1

! ...1 _ I ..l.~;;;~~::::~.::.; .I.. J ...1 .1.. 1 ...1 1 _ ...1 1

~ CP 1Capricorn 1SE 1Capricorn Orogen:! 011 Bangemall 17 ~o 1S standard ~ WA I NOl CA 1 1

: 1_ 1 .1.;;~;1~~;.~~?.~~ .I..::.:i.: ..l. ..1 ...1 1 ..1 1 ..J. ..1
~ CPB 1Bangemall; j SE 1Basement to 011 1011 Bangemall 17 ~ 23 1LC locally j WA ~ Yesl CA 1 1
~

~CPC

I

~ CPE 1East; Capricorn jSE jCapricorn East ~ 064 Officer Basin, I 7 ~ 0 1C covered 1WA ~ Yes! CE I !

~ CU !Cullen IEl !241 Cullen igneous 1 I9 ~ 0 !S Standard,?O I NA ~ Yesl I !

: J .1.. i~~;~~;.~;.~.;.~::J .I.. ...1 ..1.~::.:: I I J.. L 1

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Prinlary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
OlD - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferredAge
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Unitname Correlation Basins

~ CVN t Casey North; ~ SE iCasey Bore Inlier; 1004 Amadeus 112 ~ 10 10 overprinted 1CA ~ Yesi unlab 16 1

: J.:.:::~ J_j.::~~~:~:: r..:.~i.~., :.: ::.r.:..:: 1. I I _ 1 1 I.I~~.:.; j 1
~ cvs iCasey South; 1SE j Casey Bore Inlier, j 068 Pedirka Basin i 12 ~ 0 ~ C covered ~ CA ~ Ves~ i i

~ DEN ~ Denison i EI 1Region of !Boorthanna i 24 ~ 0 !C covered i SA ~ Vesi unlab 1 j

1 .I.. l I..r~~;~~~~~;;{;.~E~~~:~~~ ..~..~.:~.~ .I.. ...I .I.. ./.. ..1 1.:
1

::: ...1 1
~ DUT t Dutton 1El iDutton River [2S0k ~ 031 Eromanga 129 ~ 32 10 overprinted 1NQ ~ vesi lR 123 i

I J. ..!. ..I.~~~~:~::~~.~:: ....1 ~.:.~ ..1 ..1. ..l l .J I..:.:.~: I 1
~ FR 1 ~ Forrest, North 1MI 1Forrest [2S0k map] i064 Officer Basin j 18 ~ 0 ~ C covered jSA ~ Yesi FR (E) 1 j

f ...l .!.. I.:~:::.:~~::.~.~.: t _ __.l.. ..1. .I.. I ..I. I J. 1
~ FR2 1Forrest South j MI jForrest [2S0k map] 1033 Eucla Basin ~ 18 ~ Ole covered ISA ~ Yes~ FR (E) ~ 1

: ...I .J I..:~:.~:.:~~:::.~.: L J..I ..1 ../. 1.. 1 ..1 1
IG 1Gawler 1El !036 Gawler Craton 1033 Eucla Basin iS ~ 0 is standard 1SA ~ Noi i i

IGCl f Challenger; iSE IChallenger [Mine] 1006 Arckaringa Is I0 ~ S standard ISA ~ vesl ! I

~ GFW 1Fowler; Gawler i SE iFowler zone j 033 Eucla Basin 117 ~ 0 1M highly 1SA ~ Yesl lS 1

Abbreviations for Fields:
PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - IOld' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins COlD RA

iGRV2 f Gawler Range, 1MI 1Gawler Range f f 18 !0 ~ C covered fSA ~ YeSf GRV f f

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
oro - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins C 010 RA

~ GWG 1Wilgena; ~ SE j Wilgena and Nuyts 1 !5 ~ 0 ~ S standard 1SA ~ YeS1 ~ !

1 ..1..::.:':.: 1 ..I.~~;;f~~;.!?~~~ I ___....1 1 .1.. 1 .1.. 1 1 1
~ HC ~ Halls Creek 1El l040 Halls Creek ~ 18 ~ 8 !0 overprinted 1NA ~ NOl 1 1

!9

IHG

~ HM 1Hermit Creek 1EL 1Region of Hermit ~ 088 Victoria River 112 ~ ~ C covered 1NA ~ Yes1 i8 j

I J ..I .I..~;~~~;:~.~~ ..~~.~..I ..:~.~i.~ J. ! ..1 --.1 : 1 .1.. _ 1
PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins c 010 RA

~ IT llfiledoo 1EL 11filedoo Basin; ~ 072 Ploda Basin 12O! 0 1LC locally 1SA ~ Yes1CYO 1 1

1 .../ _ .I. I..~:~~~ ..~.:.~.~.:::.~ ..1. _ _.I _ ...l I.::~: _..__ _./.. 1. 1 ..1. 1

~JC 1JuliaCreek ~EL 1JuliaCreek[250k] 1031 Eromanga !7 10 !8standard lNA1Yes1 1 1

[ _...1.._ 1 .I..[~~~~~:.~:.:~.: .l..:~.:~~~~.~.~:~.~ _._...I.. J I.-.._ I ...I J ..I.. _.1
~ K ~ 046 Kimberley ! EL ~ Base of 046 1046 Kimberley i9 10 18 standard 1NA ~ Yes i 16 1

1.. ..1. _ 1 [.::.:.:I:~..:.:~:~ ..1..::.~i.~._ _ _..1 _ .1. .1.. 1_ _ : .1 1 1IKA 1Kanmantoo 1EL 1044 Kanmantoo i057 Murray Basin, 127 i0 ![8 standard] 1SA ~ No 1 1 1

;·KA·l I·Ka·n·ma·n·too·; rM·i I·:~:~~~cn:;: :~::.:::.I·::·: ..::~:: ..:::i:: 1·7 1·2i I·o.~;~~t~ I·SA ·I..·yes·I..KA..[S I ·..· 1

~j 1main 1 1Province (Fold Belt) 1066 Otway Basin i ~ 1 i ~ 1stand i i

; ...J .I.. ..I ..1 _ ..1 _ : ..1 _ :.. .1 ..I..:.~:.~ ..I. -...i
~ KA2 i Kanmantoo, !MI !Kangaroo Island ! ! 7 127 10 overprinted !SA ~ Yes 1KA [S 1 1

, J..:~.~.~~.~~: .I.. ..I.~;.~~~:~ ..~: .../. ..1 _ : .l.. I ..I J.:~.: ...I.. ..i
:1 KA3 1Kanmantoo, ! MI ~ Pendola segment; ~ Robe and ~ 7 !27 10 overprinted 1SA ! Yes 1KA [S 1

~ 1Pendola 1 1Southeastern ~ Pendola 1 f I 1 ~ istand 1

! I IPadfhaway Ridge Idepressions, 066 I I I I I !ard] I
f:....•........••.••.••...! .1. 1 .f..?!~.~y ~.?~.~~ .1 1 .1 .1 1. 1.. 1 .
:1 KBE 1Kimberley East; 1SE ~ Kimberley Easf 1046 Kimberley i8 19 10 overprinted 1NA I Yes 120/9 ~ 6

1 r.:.::.r.:.~ _I _1~~1;;I;~!I~~:.~:....I..::.~i.~ J ..l. I I J. _ .J I _.
!KI 1King Island 1EL 1073 Rocky Cape ~ 125 !0 1?0 overprinted 1SA i Yes 1 1 1

1

23

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins

~ lC f Lake Caroline 1El 1Lake Caroline 1038 Georgina 18 ~ 1a ~ 0 overprinted 1CA I VesilCN + 1 1

IlR

~

~ lU 1Leeuwin 1El !049 Leeuwin 1 125 ~ a ~ 0 overprinted 1P !! VesilW 1 1

~ MAN f Nymbilli; 1SE 1Nymbilli [1 Oak ~ Part of 052 ~ 20 ~ 0 ~ LC locally ! NA ~ Ves! ! 14 !

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
OlD - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins COlO RA

~ MGC !Musgrave 1SE ~ 058 Musgrave i 123 ~ 0 1M highly 1CA ~ vesl M, ~ ~

!MGN

1
f:

~ MI ~ Mount Isa 1EL j054 Mount Iso ~ 119 j0 1S standard ~ NA ~ ves~ 1 ~

I _ J _ I J.:.r:.~i.:::..:I.:.I~:.:) 1 _...1 .1.. 1 --_ _ .1.. 1 1 _._ 1 1
~ MK 1Marqua; Teikin 1SE 1Marqua fault zone ~ 038 Georgina j 12 ~ 31 i0 overprinted 1NA ~ vesj l ~

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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~ j Lachlan East j ![geophysical] I northeast part 081 I ~ 1 i ~j i !

!MR

!MV 1MountVernon !EL !MountVernon 1112 Ashburton 16 10 ~Ccovered !WA~ YesICP, 1 !

i .l.. ..I. .I..~~ft.;~~~~~~~~;J::.:i.: _...1 ..1. 1 _1...1 J.:.:.~ I_..i
I MWN f Mount iEL IMount Winnecke I 19 ja IS Standard !NA i Yes! GT 1 1

~ NBB ~ Nabberu Basin 1MI !Overlies NE Yilgarn 1059 Nabberu Basin116 ~O 1LC locally 1WA ~ Yes1 1 l

f l 1 ..1. 1 ...1 ..I. ..l.:::::~ _..1.. 1 1 -..1 ...1
~ NCL l Claraville; 1SE 1 Basement \031 Eromanga 118 ~ a ~ C covered 1NQ ~ Yes1N 1 ~

iNE

i

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 101d' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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~ NK ~ Nookanbah 1EL 1Nookanbah [250k] i017 Canning 112 ~ 0 1C covered 1CA ~ Yes 1 1 1

~NMW

~ NW ~ Nawa ~ EL ~ Nawa structural ~ 064 Officer Basin 16 ~ 0 iC covered ~ SA ~ Yesl 1 ~

IPCN
~

~ PCR 1Rum Jungle; 1SE 1074 Rum Jungle ~ 13 ~ 8 ~ S standard, R 1NA ~ Yesl 1 1

;'"P·HA···..···[::;r~~;;· ·..·····....i.sE·········I·~~i~~~~~~~······..I.M·i···Hame·rsiey······· ..··J4·····I··_·······1·~;~R I·wA··I···yes·I··H·······_·······IT···..··········1
j Pilbara ~ 1Basin; overlies 070 1Basin 1 i ~ rehct 1 ~ 1 1 1

IPK

I
PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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lPR

Unitname Rk Correlation Basins

~ PRW 1Petermann j SE ~ Petermann Ranges ~ 017 Canning ~ 26 ~ a is standard ~ CA ! Ves~ 1 1
.. 1West; ~ ~ - West region; 058 I Basin; 004 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1

t Petermann i IMusgrave Province JAmadeus Basin I I I I I I J

fRC 1Rocky Cape IEL 1073RockyCape ~ 125 ~O 10 overprinted !SA ~ ves! 1 1

: 1 ..I. IE:~~~::~~~~::' 1 1 ...1 1 ...1 1 1 _ 1 ...1
~ RKP iKoop; Roeves !*SE ~ Koop [lOOk] map ~ 017 Canning !6 ~ 8 10 overprinted !CA ~ ves! ! !

; ...1 .I..._ I.~~;~~~~~~~;.~~.~!.~ I.!~:::.~.~:~.: I ...I I .1.. : 1 1 ....1
IRO 1Rosewood 1EL ~ Rosewood region 1065 Ord Basin ~ 9 ~ 0 ~ S standard ~ NA ~ Ves~ 1 1

: 1 I ..I.~;~h~~.~:.:::: 1 __..-.1. 1 .1.. 1 : .1.. ..1. 1
~ RU !Rudall iEl ~ Rudall Inlier within ~ 017 Canning i21 ~ 0 jM highly 1CA ; vesi 1 1

~ SN1 iSouth 1MI 1Basement to 075 1075 South 18 ~ 0 ~ C covered 1NA ! Vesi SN 1 1

i:SN2

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Unitname Rk Correlation Basins

~ STN 1Sturt North; Sturt !SE !Northern part of 1065 Ord Basin, 012 112 ~ 0 1C covered ! NA ~ Yes! ST (El) ! 1

~ TC 1Tennant Creek !EL 1084 Tennant Creek ~ 090 Wiso Basin, i8 ~ 0 1S standard 1NA l Yes! i !

1 ...1 _ I f::.~:.~.:.:..:.:'::..:: J.~:~.~.::~:.i~.: .._.__ IJ 1 1 .I.. J I 1
!TEK !Teikin 1EL ! Mount Teikin 1038 Georgina 112 ~O lCcovered 1NA ~ Yes! 18 !

1 1 I II~~~~~[.::.~: I.~~~..~.;~~:.f :::~ JJ l : 1 ....1 I ..1. ...!
~ TH \Thomson i EL ~ 220 Thomson 1031 Eromanga j28 ~ 0 f S standard !T ~ Yes! 1 !

! .J _ I I.i~~~.~f~~~i~.~..~.~ .I..~:.~:.~ ::.: :.:I.il:.:.J .J 1 .1.. ; 1 1 1
~ THM ~ Mitchell; !SE ![Mitchell [250k ~ 080 Surat Basin j31 ~ 0 is standard !T :1 Yes! 1 i

I l.:::.:::.~ I .I..[f;~;!.~~;.:;.?.~.~ I _._ __.....1 ...l 1 ...1 : 1.._ 1 ...1
PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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!TMl1 1Townsville- 1MI 1Townsville- ~ 118 ~ 33 10 overprinted 1NQ ~ Yes~ 1 ~

ITMI2

~ 1 1 1Tanami Province, 1Canning Basin, 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1

~ TYR ~ Reed; Tyennan ~ SE !Region of Mount !030 Dundas Basin 127 ~ 0 ~ 0 overprinted jT ~ Yes! 1 j

IW 1Wiso 1EL lBasementto090 l 112 ~O lCcovered lNA ~ NOl 1 1

!WEL j Esley; Wiso j SE !Estey [lOOk map] ~ 090 Wiso Basin, i23 ~ 0 1LC locally 1NA ~ Yes! unlab ~ 1
! 1 1 jregion, underlying 1025 Daly Basin ! ~ !covered 1 ~ 1elled j !

L L .- _J ..i.;~i.~~.:~..:~.~: 1... ...l LL ..1. .1.. ..1 ...1 ...i
PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
010 - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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~ WG 1 !Waigen North; 1SE 1Waigen [250k 1064 Officer Basin 118 ~ 0 jC covered !SA ~ YeS1 WG 1 1

r... .l:.:.i.::: ..1. ..i.~;;~.:~:~! ..~.~ .J ...1 ...1 ...1 _ ..l. ! ...1..:.:.: 1 1

IWG2 f Waigen South; ISE IWaigen [~50k 1033 Eucla Basin 118 10 IC covered ISA I Yesl WG I I

!WL

I

IWN

~ WO ~ Wagga-Omeo; 1SE IWagga-Omeo ~ ~ 30 ~ 0 10 overprinted 1T ~ Yesl 1 1

~YMR1 ~MulgaRock, 1MI ~MulgaRock 1 12 ~21 100verprinted 1WA~ YeS1 1 1

; I..:.:::; ~i.I:.:.:~ J .I.~;{~;t~~~.~;:.I 1 1. 1 1 J I J _1
~ YMR2 1Mulga Rock,. 1MI 1Mulga Rock !015 Bremer Basin !2 ~ 21 [0 overprinted !WA ~ YeS1 ! 1

!East; Yilgarn I I[overprinted l[Esperance Shelf,! I i I I I ! I

I·Y·R·N·..······!·Yo·rincio··N·orti1;······!··SE·········1·~iiif~:J~n·~on··I·~~;~~i~0.!.l..··········· ..····t·19····1·6"····..·I·o·~~~d·········!··NA···I···ye)············· ..·..··./-·_········..······1
~ ~ South Nicholson ~ lof Yaringa ~ Nicholson Basin, 1 ~! ! i ! ! !

PA - Deduced, relative Primary Age
OA - Deduced, relative Overprint Age
OlD - 'Old' (Disused) Map-Symbols
RA - Relict features; inferred Age
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Appendix B: Bibliographic data

Outline of the bibliographic data sets - for each
mega-element

The follo,ving the tables provides details of the previous regional geophysical investigations that included
each of the elements. Separate tables are provided for each mega-element. For each element, a reference
to a key investigations is listed, as ,veIl as a secondary reference. In a few cases, additional references are
also included. Cross-references to the numbered gravity domains and subdomains ofFraser et a1. (1977)
are also listed (see also Appendix A: primary attributesfor each element).
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Mega-element CA

rSym..········TN·ame·;··~sed··fo·r··cr~stal····rKey··Refe·ren·c·e·········"TS·eco·"t1"ary········· ..··········TAdt1"itiona·i..·......··············TF~a·ser··etTS~b:· ..········..······1
I ielement symbol 1 1Reference iReferences ial !domains i

1Arlunga; Arunta

i

~ j !(1989) 1(1991 a) !(1973); Warren & i i 1
~ i ~ ~ J.Sh.aw..(1.995) ~ ~ ~
~ AG ~ Angus ~ Shaw et 01. (1994) ~ Mathur & Shaw 1Fraser et 01. 11 0 ~ ~

~ l . 1(1982) ! (1977) l 1 1

t·A·HR··········h~·artS··R·ange;..Ar~:j"nta·· ........···I··Froser··et··ai········..············!··MothUr··&··sti·o·w·······hii..aw··&··FreemOn···t-s..i·······..··..·········J-c;_··..·············..········1
. 1 ~(1977) ~(1982) 1(1985) 1 1 j

~ AMS ~ Mount Sir Charles; 1Black & Shaw !Forman & Shaw 1Fraser et 01. 152 1NE d 1

~ ~ Arunta 1(1991) ~ (1973) i (1977) 1 ~ ~

i I 1(1989) i(1991 a) i(1983); Warren & Iii
~ j ~ ~ ··································..····..· ······f··Sh.aw.{1.995} ··..····..·..····1······· ···..······.. ····~ ..·············..···········..·····1
~ ASR iStrangways Range; ~ Mathur & Shaw l Wellman (1978) !Fraser et al. 150 1b 1

6-~m~EOSt·Arunto·~~_·_·lMa~~shO;--k-+--l
! ~ 1(1996) 1(1982) 1(1982) II!

i·A·y·W·······+vuenciu·mu\ivest;··············..·······tyou·o·g··et··ai·:················..·!·GUnn··et·oi· _···_······+MO·tti"i:ir··g;..s·ti·aw······+49..····_··..·_··+o···· !
! !Arunta 1(1996) 1(19950) 1(1982) 1 i i
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rSym·..·....·..I··,~iame·; ..·~s~d..fo·r··c·r~stai"····rKe·y··Referen·c·e·········Ts·econ~iaiY· ..·..··......··..···TAdcj"itiona·i····...··········..····TFra·S·er··etTs~b·~ ........·....···"'1
~ element symbol 1 1Reference 1 References 1 01 jdomains 1

:: i i(1985) !1991) 1(1977) i ! !
~CYN

I

~ LA ~ Lagrange ~ Shaw et 01. (1994) iFraser et 01. ~ i 20 ~ a, b 1

: _ ...1 .-1. ..i.~.~.~.~~>. _ _._ .1.. ..1. ..1. .1
~ LC ~ Lake Caroline 1Show & Freeman jMathur & Shaw iFraser et 01. 151 1 1

~ ~ 1(1985) 1(1982) 1(1977) 1 1 ~

!LcN-hakecoronne~h;~OtilUf&~·FiOSere~---fs;--h)--i
. ILake Caroline I(1982) I(1977) I ~! I
,·"Lcs··········--r-Lo·j(e·coroiii1·e-:·so·U·th;········I··M·OfhU;:··&··ShO·;·········I·F·;·oser··et··o·j,..·······-········-t-··········_··_·..··_·..·..··········..··...._··I·s,_········..·..·······1..0··..··············..·..······:
f, ~ Lake Caroline l (1982) i (1977) 1 i i ~

f, MFR ~ Fregon; Musgrave 1Flint in Drexel et 1Mathur &Shaw ~ Leven & Lindsay i55, 56 1c Wst; a, j
I I i01. (1993) i (1982) !(1995) ~ Ib j

h~l·G-···········h.Ausgro~·e············································jiomi)ec"k··&····················h=orn:;·on·i··ShO·;·······I··M·ofhur··&··ShO·;·········I·ss:···('··7)····-j--o:···i):··c;···i)····j
~ f1 1Burgess (1992) 1(1973) ~ (1982) ~ ~ Wst ~

IMGc-l~sgroW;ce;:;t~-~mbeCk&---tFormo~-1MOthUr&Sho;-t5S-+0(St~
~ I Musgrave 1Burgess (1992) 1(1973) ~ (1982) j 1(5th) 1

1··M·G·E········h;;,usgrO~e..EoSt;····························I··t·omb·ec·j(··&·····················I·Formo·i1···&··s·ti·o;;V·······t··Mothur··&··sti·ow········j·ss···················+c·······················_···1
~ ~ Musgrave jBurgess (1992) I(1973) ~ (1982) 1 I 1

1··M·GN········j-·M·US~;}"iov·e··North;·························I"Lo·mbec·j(··&·······..·········TForm·on·i··shO·;·······j··M·otti·ur··&··shO;;V·········I··ss·····················I·O··Nfti·····..·..······!
~ ~ Musgrave jBurgess (1992) !(1973) !(1982) ! 1 1

[·M·G·w·····h~4USgrO~e··weSt;···························h~on:;i)·ec"j~..·&···········..········!·Formo·n··&"·s"i)·o;;V····..·J-r;.iiCifhu·r..&··s·ti·ow..······h·i·..····..···········j·i)····WSf··············!
I iMusgrave IBurgess (1992) i(1973) !(1982) ! ! !

t~~~~I~~~:~Eef..o"j:·~J===YJ~
~ 0 )1 Oscar 1Shaw et 01. (1994) jFraser et 01. 1 123 1b, part of 1

i _ L..._.._ _ __ 1. _ _ _..J.~~.~~.~>. _ _ 1... _._ _ _ ..-1 _ ...I.~._ _ _..1
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rSym..···..···TN·a~~·~··~~~d··fo·r··c~~stal····TK·ey· ..Ref~·ren·c·e········ ..Ts·eco·nciary·· ···..·· ··..TAdCj"it'iona·i..···..················TF~a·se~ ..etTs~·b·~·· ..···..·· !
f: ~ element symbol I !Reference IReferences ial idomains i
'··PA··············/-·pote·rson········ ·································+Sh·o·;··et·oi:·····················h~1otti·~·r··&··s·tiow········r························ "1""1":;; ·yo···················..······1
.' I 1(1994) 1(1982) f 1 1 1

ipR ...._·..~tpetermonnROnges-·~~-lForman&ShQ;-+MOthUr&ShO~--to:-·b-i
~~ ~ !Burgess (1992) !(1973) !(1982) ! ! !
,·p·Rc·······l··p·etermonn····centroi";·············I··L"ombec·k··&···..················IFormo·n···&··s·ti·ow······t·MO·fhur··&··shOW········t·s;t············..·······t·b··wst···············1

IPetermann Ranges f Burgess (1992) f (1973) 1 (1982) ~ ~ j

I·PRE············"!""i'etermon·o·Eost;"···,,··············....·lio·m·be·cld~··········· ..·····+Form·oo··&··ShO·W·······I··M·othur··&··sho;·········hs4············...·····fb··Est"················j
I IPetermann Ranges !Burgess (1992) !(1973) I(1982) I I i
r·p·R·w······..··I··p·eterm·onn··west;·······················i··i:·ombec"i(,,·&····..··············h=ormo·o···&··sh·o;·······h~10·th·ur··&··sti·ow·······-+s;t················,,··-r-o·····,,··········· ...·...····1
, IPetermann Ranges !Burgess (1992) i(1973) ~ (1982) ! ! !
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Mega-element NA

rSym········TN·an;e·~··used··fo·r············rKey··Re·ference············TS·ecO~(j"ary···..··..·..············"TACj'dlilo·na'i'· ·..····TFra·s·er··et··al····TFro·Ser··et·· ~

[1 Icrustal element I IReference IReferences Igravity Iat sub· ~

~~ AN lMyaoola Bay (was lPlumb & Wellman 1Fraser et al. (1977) i ~ 36 i ~

~ANB 1 1(1987) 1 : ~ ; ~

!:.:=I:.~.:~~::.=.j.~.:~:::r=.=~t=I-:-~.=.=.D
lBWC 1BarrowCreek 1Wyatt (1974) 1Fraser et 01. (1977) 1 141 1f l
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